Invitation
The Future of Cybersecurity
Security and data protection in the Cloud: new Commission, new priorities?

The European Committee for Interoperable Systems (ECIS) invites you to its event on the future of cybersecurity, with a special
emphasis on digitisation and cloud computing. According to recent reports, the market potential for cloud, in particular the need
to mix and match public and private cloud, will grow exponentially over the next years.
As services and infrastructures move increasingly to the cloud, the need for strong and demonstrable data protection and cyber
security is paramount. How will the Commission build more trust in the Cloud in its coming mandate? What role will the Cyber
Act and Cloud security certification schemes play? Can compliance with NIS and GDPR be aided and improved through using
the Cloud? And what about IoT and the challenges for Cloud – voluntary approach or regulation?
Our annual ECIS event brings together, as in previous years, stakeholders from academic research, civil society and regulators.

When?

Programme

Thursday 29 November 2018
15:00 to 17:30
followed by a cocktail reception

15.00 Welcome and introduction by Jonathan Sage, Chair of the ECIS Public Affairs
Group and IBM Government and Regulatory Affairs

Where?
Clifford Chance LLP
Avenue Louise 65, 7th floor
1050 Brussels

15.15 Panel presentation and discussion by our panel of experts: Ian Walden, Professor
of Information and Communications Law and Director, Centre for Commercial Law
Studies, Queen Mary University of London; Paula Iwaniuk, Charter of Trust for
Cybersecurity; Joern Wittmann, Chief Executive, SRIW and Scope Europe,
monitoring body of the EU Data Protection Cloud Code of Conduct;
Lucas Fainsilber, Government Affairs, Siemens SAS, and Martin Chapman, Director
of Standards Strategy and Policy for EMEA, Oracle.
16:30 Q&A
17:20 Closing remarks
17.30 Networking cocktail: Please join us afterwards for a cocktail and canapé
networking reception, providing an opportunity to speak with some of our
speakers about issues raised during the debate

Please note that the event is by invitation only, and places are limited.
Please RSVP to info@ecis.eu, or telephone Elena Bek at +322 533 5964
ECIS website: http://www.ecis.eu/

